
Turn It Up Crossword Puzzle
Dancers! Can you complete the dance competition crossword puzzle below?
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Down
1. An object used by dancers to enhance their routine
3. An annual event that brings the dance community together to celebrate 
creativity, innovation, & the fight against cancer
5. The style of dance that emphasizes the elements of movement such as 
centering, posture, spacial awareness, and imagery
7. The basis of all fundamentals of dance, from holding your body
correctly, to executing skills properly in a routine
8. The style of dance that contains a combination of tumbling movements
& passes incorporated with dance movements
10. Improvisational dancing; a dance that is not pre-planned
12. The Turn It Up age group that is 9-11 year olds
16. A smooth and continuous bending of the knees outward with the
upper body held upright

Across
2. The heels are together with the toes of each foot pointed out toward 
either side, with legs straight and turned out
4. This has 16 or more dancers & uses sizable props & scenery to 
convey a story or theme throughout the performance
6. Where the Turn It Up headquarters are located (hint: Our favorite 
color socks are red)
9. A sporting event in which competitors perform dances of different 
genres
11. The style of dance where movements interpret the lyrics of the music
13. The act of designing dance; planning and arranging the movements, 
steps, and patterns of dancers
14. The first name of the dancer who started Turn It Up Dance 
Challenge (hint: McCarthy & "Missy" Elliot)
15. The Turn It Up level that has significant competition experience & 
takes 5 or more hours of class per week
17. The adjudication you get if you score over 285
18. You must submit one solo, headshot, & give an intro to be entered 
into this category
19. This has 10-15 dancers in it
20. The matching of movement to the rhythm, sounds, and mood of the 
music
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